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Abst rac t - - In  this note, we deal with the following problem: given X C_ R n, a multifunction 
F : X --~ 2 x ,  two (single-valued) maps f : X --~ R'~,z} : X x X --* R n, find a point x* E X such that 
a* E F (x*) and (f(x*),~}(x,x*)) > 0 for all x E F(x*). We prove an existence theorem in which, in 
particular, the function f is not supposed to be continuous. 
Keywords - -Quas ivar ia t iona l  inequalities, Fixed points, Discontinuous mappings, Lower semicon- 
tinuity. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Given a nonempty set X c_ R n, a multifunction F : X ~ 2 X, two (single-valued) maps f : X --~ 
R", r/: X × X ~ R n, consider the following problem: find x* E X such that 
x* E r(x*) and (f(x*), ~?(x, x*)) >_ O, for all x E r(x*). (1) 
In this note, such problem will be referred to as the quasivariational-like inequality problem 
associated with X, F, f and 7/(in short, QVLI(X, F, f, ~)), since it reduces to the variational-like 
inequality problem introduced in [1] when F(x) = X, and to the usual quasivariational inequality 
problem for r/(y, x) = y - x. 
Very recently, in [2], Yao introduced a wide generalization of problem (1) above; he also gave 
many applications to mathematical nd equilibrium programming, showing, in some cases, how 
the problem QVLI(X, F, f, z}) above can express optimality and equilibrium conditions. Some 
other extensions of the problem QVLI(X, F, f ,u) have been introduced (see [3]), while, on the 
other hand, the close relationship between some special cases of QVLI(X, F, f, ~}) and the opti- 
mization problem for nonconvex functions has been investigated (see [4]). Generally speaking, 
we notice that a requirement of continuity is usually made on the (single-valued) map f in order 
to ensure, under suitable hypotheses, the existence of solution for the problem QVLI(X, F, f, r/) 
(or for some special cases). In this note, on the contrary, we prove an existence result in which 
a weaker condition is required for the map f.  Examples of discontinuous maps satisfying our 
assumption will be also given. We notice that, in very recent times, similar results have been 
obtained for the particular case ~}(y, x) = y -x  (see [5]), while nice results on this topic in infinite- 
dimensional spaces have been obtained in [6]. For the basic notions on multifunctions, we refer, 
for instance, to [7]. 
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2.  THE MAIN RESULT 
Our result is the following. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let X be a closed convex subset of R n, K a nonempty compact subset of X,  
F : X --* 2 x a multifunction, f : X -* R n and ~ : X × X --* R n two single-valued maps. Assume 
that: 
(i) for each z • Rn, the set {z • X :  (f(x),  z) > 0} is closed; 
(ii) F is a lower semicontinuous multifunction with dosed graph, and, for every x • X, F(x) 
is a nonempty convex set which meets K; 
(iii) ~ is continuous and ( f (x ) ,~(x ,x ) )  >_ 0 for every x • X ,  with x • F(x); 
(iv) for every x • X ,  the function (f(x),  ~(., x)) is quasiconvex on F(x); 
(v) for every x • X \ K,  with x • F(x), one has 
< o. 
Then, the problem QVLI(X,  F, f, 77) has at /east  one solution belonging to K.  
Before giving the proof, we want to show how condition (i) of Theorem 2.1 is really more 
general than continuity. Of course, every continuous function f : X --~ R n satisfies condition (i). 
Next examples how how the converse implication is not necessarily true. 
EXAMPLE 2.2. Let x0 be a real number. Let f : R --* R be a map, such that  f (x )  < 0 for x < x0, 
f (x )  = 0 for x = x0, and f (x )  > 0 for x > x0. Choose y • R, and put D = {x • R : f (x ) .y  > 0}. 
We have 
] - oo, x0] if y<0,  
D = R if y = 0, 
[x0,+oc[ if y > 0. 
In any case, the set D is closed. One can easily realize that such a function f can be discontinuous 
in any x • R. 
EXAMPLE 2.3. Let {xk} be any bounded sequence in R, such that  xk < Xk+l for all k • N. 
Let ~ = supker~ xk. Let f : [Xl,&] --* R be a function such that  f (~) = 0 and, for each k • N, 
f (xk)  = 0 and f is either always positive or always negative on the open interval ]xk, Xk+l[. Put 
1% = {k • N:  I > 0 on ]xk,xk+l[}, 
and N2 = N \ N 1. Choose any y • R. If y = 0, one has 
• f (x ) -  y < 0} = 0. 
If y < 0, one has 
while, if y > 0, one has 
{X • [Xl,X] : f (x) 'y < 0} = UkEN1]Xk,Xk+I[, 
{x e : S (x ) -v  < 0} = Uke  ]xk,zk+l[. 
In any case, the set {x e [Xl, &] : f (x ) .  y > 0} is closed. Again, it is not difficult to see that  such 
a function f can be discontinuous in any x E [Xl, &]. 
Other similar examples could be easily given. Moreover, these reasonings can be extended 
without difficulty to the case n > 1. For instance, one can consider a function f : ~n ---, l~n such 
that  f is identically equal to a vector Yi # 0 on the ith of the 2 n open orthants of R n, and is 
identically equal to the origin in each point x having at least one vanishing coordinate. Clearly, 
such f is not continuous but satisfies assumption (i). 
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PROOF OF THEOREM 2.1. Since X is closed and convex, it is a retract of R n, i.e., there is a 
continuous function ~ : R n ~ X such that ~(x) = x for every x E X. Now, for each x ff R ~, put 
Fo(X) = F(~(x)), fo(x) = f((p(x)) and 7]o(x,y) = rl(~(x),~(y)). 
Thanks to (i) and (ii), by continuity of ~, we have that: 
(i)' for every z E R ~, the set {x E R ~ : (fo(X), z) >_ 0} is closed; 
(ii)' F0 is a convex-valued lower semicontinuous multifunction with closed graph and, for every 
x E R n, the set F0(x) n K is nonempty; 
(iii) ~ 7/0 is continuous on N n × Rn; 
(iv)' for every x E R ~, the function (fo(x), rio(., x)) is quasiconvex on F0(x). 
Now, choose a nondecreasing sequence {T,~} of compact convex sets such that K _C int (T1) and 
UmeNTm = R n. Fix h E N. By Proposition 1 of [5], the multifunction kOm(X) = F0(x) A Tm is 
continuous in R ~. For each x E Tin, put 
Fro(x) = {v E Fo(X) A Tin: (fo(x),~?o(v,x)) = pmin (fo(x),rlo(y,x))}. yE o(x)nT., 
For each x E Tin, it follows from the compactness of F0(x) n Tm and (iv)' that each F~(x) is 
nonempty, compact, and convex. Let us show that the graph of the multifunction F,~ is closed. 
Let {xk}, {vk} be two sequences in Tm converging to 2 and ~, respectively, such that vk E F,~(xk) 
for all k E N. Of course, our assumptions imply that ~? E F0(2) c? Tin. Let us show that 
(fo(2),r/o(~,2)) _< (fo(2),r/o(y,2)), for all y E ro(~)NTm. 
Arguing by contradiction, assume that there is some 9 E F0(2) N Tm such that 
(1o(2), vo(9, 2)) < vo( , 2)). 
Consider the multifunction Q : Nn ~ 2n¢ '~ defined by 
q(z) - e (/o(z), < 0}. 
Of course, each set Q(x) is convex and open. By (i)', it follows easily that the multifunction Q
has open lower sections, and thus, it is lower semicontinuous. Since the vector r]o(~), 2) - r]0(~, 2) 
is in Q(2), by Proposition 3 of [5], there are neighborhoods U and W of 2 and Vo(~), 2) -r]0(~, 2), 
respectively, in R n such that (fo(x), w) < 0 for all x E U, w E W. Of course, by continuity of 7]o, 
we can choose neighborhoods U0, A0, and Co of 2, ~, and ~, respectively, such that 
(fo(x), ~o(Y, x) - Wo(v, x)) < O, for all x E Uo, y E Ao, v E Co. 
Due to the continuity of ff2m, there is a sequence {yk} converging to 9 such that Yk E Fo(xk) AT,,~ 
for all k E N. Then, if we choose k E N in such a way that x£ E Uo, y~ E A0 and v~ E C0, we 
have 
(fo(x~), ~lO(Yl¢, x~¢)) < (fo(x£), H(W¢, xT¢)), 
against the fact v~ E Fm(xT¢ ). Consequently, ~ E Fro(2), as desired. By the classical Fan- 
Kakutani fixed point theorem [8, Theorem 1], the multifunction Fm admits a fixed point X,n. 
Since Po(N ~) C X, it follows that 2m E X, and thus, in particular, 
2m E Po(~?m) = F(xm),f0(~?m) = f(J~m) and 7]o(y, Jcm) = r](y, km), for all y E F(~m). 
From the definition of Fro, moreover, we have 
(/(:cm), r/(y, ~rn)) _> (f(g:m), ~/(~:m, ~m)) -> 0, for all y E F(3:m) A Tin. 
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By (v), we have &m E K. Consider the sequence (x,~}meN. Since K is compact, such sequence 
admits a subsequence, still denoted by {Xm}, converging to a point x* E K. Of course, (ii) implies 
that x* E F(x*). We claim that (f(x*),~?(y,x*)) >_ 0 for all y E F(x*). Again, assume that there 
is some y* E F(x*) such that 
( f (x* ) ,~(y* ,x* ) )  < O. 
Take rh E N such that y* E T~. Due to continuity of k~,~, there is a sequence {~)m} converging 
to y* such that ~)m E F(~m)N Tr~ for all m E N. Since ~?(y*,x*) belongs to Q(x*),  again by 
Proposition 3 of [5] and by the continuity of ~], we can choose neighborhoods U1 and A1 of x* 
and y*, respectively, such that 
<f(x),~?(y,x)) < 0, for all x E U1 and y E A1. 
Pick ~ E N such that ~ _> rh, ~m E U1 and ~m E A1. Thus, we have 
( f (x~),  ~?(~)-~m, :m)) < O. 
But, since T,~ C_ Tin, we have ~m E F(~m) N Tin, and then, since &m E Fm(&m), we have 
( f (x~) ,  ~?(~)'-~m, x~)) ~ O, 
a contradiction. This completes the proof. ] 
REMARK. We finally remark how Theorem 2.1 contains, as very special cases, some known results 
(see, for instance, [1, Theorems 3.1 and 3.4 (iii)]). 
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